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Abstract 
The drawing method of a regular polygon has been explained in a variety of different methods in the relevant 
literatures. Most of the students against the plotting described procedure to complete the drawing step by step, but 
often without knowing the principle. It’s important to develop a reasonable drawing scheme with simple geometry 
applied in the engineering drawing technology. A new model for regular pentagon (regular polygon, n=5) drawing 
will be developed with Discovery teaching method (as experimental group). The performance is better than 
Demonstrating method (as reference group) that students contrast the drawing procedure to finish a regular pentagon 
step by step. We chose the students of vocational high school provided with engineering background as a sample 
space. The pass probability for the experimental group with Discovery teaching method is p=.692 which is higher 
than the reference group p=.544. The golden rectangle is also applied to map the relationship of regular pentagon and 
developed an interest for engineering drawing. 
© 2012 Published by Elsevier Ltd. Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of The Association 
Science Education and Technology 
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1. Introduction 
Someone sketched a regular polygon as the mathematics research games. Some of them were maybe 
difficult enough for a vocational high school student, even university. The geometric appearance is a 
significant topic of engineering drawing course which teaches students to draw some regular polygons.  
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Nomenclature 
A to N apexes of regular pentagon 
L side length of regular pentagon 
L1 to L4 relative length in a regular pentagon 
N sample space 
R radius of a circumscribed circle 
a relative length in a regular pentagon 
b relative length in a regular pentagon 
n number of sides for the regular polygon, event number 
r radius of an inscribed circle 
Theta inner angle of polygon 
Students are always taught to follow the drawing procedure and finish a regular polygon without 
knowing the principle in Demonstrating method. We expand a new teaching model abided by Discovery 
teaching method which was been developed by Jerome S. Bruner. We will also investigate that the 
relationship of golden ratio is matched in a regular pentagon. Therefore, it is based on the geometric 
drawing skill to employ a no-scale ruler and compass only to sketch a regular pentagon. The golden 
rectangle can be involved into a regular pentagon. 
Roark (1954) had derived the relation between the side length, radius of an inscribed circle and 
radius of a circumscribed circle. Richmond (1893) had drawn an accurate regular pentagon but no 
calculating formula included. The drawing procedure was developed to sketch a correct regular pentagon 
(Madachy, 1979 and Pappas, 1989a). Pappas (1989b) also found the golden rectangle principle. Livio 
(2002) had sketched a logarithmic spiral from the golden rectangle and called it as a golden spiral. They 
contributed to the sketching method of regular pentagon and golden rectangle, but the syllogism was 
seldom introduced in the literatures. There was not any study that used Discovery teaching method to 
teach students how to finish a regular pentagon drawing. We will derive a simple teaching model to apply 
in the engineering drawing technology field in this research. 
2. The Study for Drawing a Regular Pentagon 
Let’s see Demonstrating method for drawing a regular pentagon. There are three models to sketch a 
regular pentagon. The length of one side, radius of a circumscribed circle or radius of an inscribed circle is 
given that makes the specific regular pentagon separately. 
2.1. Model 1: Draw a Specific Regular Pentagon from the Given Length of One Side 
The 1st case of drawing a specific regular pentagon is from the given length of one side. Sketch it in 
Figure 1 and list the procedure below. 
• Lengthen AB and make a vertical line BD which is perpendicular to AB , then ABBD = .
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• Find the mid-point C of AB , then put the centre of circle at point C and use the length of CD as a 
radius to make an arc which intersects line AB at point E.
• Set point A as the centre of circle and make an arc with a radius of AE  which intersects arc AD at
point F. The arc intersects the perpendicular divided line of AB  at point G.
• Use the length of GF as the radius, then set point G and A as the centre of circle to draw two arcs 
which intersects each other at point H.
• Connect five vertexes and finish the drawing of regular pentagon ABFGH.
Fig. 1. Specific regular pentagon from the given length of one side 
2.2. Model 2: Draw a Specific Regular Pentagon from the Given Radius of a Circumscribed Circle 
Fig. 2. Specific regular pentagon from the given circumscribed circle
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The 2nd case of drawing a specific regular pentagon is from the given radius of a circumscribed circle. 
Now, sketch it in Figure 2 and illustrate the steps below. 
• Get two diameters which meet at right angles and make a perpendicular divided line of radius to get 
the mid-point C.
• Set point C as the centre of circle and make an arc with a radius ofCI which intersects the diameter at 
point E (where point I is one the quarter position). 
• Set point I as the centre of circle and make an arc with a radius of IE which intersects circle at point B.
Therefore, we can get the length of one side of regular pentagon as IB .
• Finally, use the same length of IB to get five apexes in order and finish the regular pentagon IBHGD.
2.3. Model 3: Draw an Approximate Regular Pentagon from the Given Radius of an Inscribed Circle 
The 3rd case of drawing a specific regular pentagon by the given radius of an inscribed circle is not 
found in the literatures. The efficiency method for dividing an angle to five parts has not been expanded. 
So, sketch an approximate but not a precious regular pentagon in Figure 3 and list the steps below. 
• Use a pin compass (a small wheel inside can be used to adjust tiny distance) and separate to five parts 
(4 divided points, S1~S4) for the right angle. 
• Get two parts of divided angle as degree 36 and intersects the tangent line which passes the quarter 
position of Q4 at point A and B.
• It’s based on AB as the length of one side to sketch the other sides in order. We can get the 
approximated regular pentagon ABCDE.
Fig. 3. Approximate regular pentagon from the given inscribed circle 
3. Use Discovery Teaching Method to Guide Students Sketching a Regular Pentagon 
We use Discovery teaching method to guide students drawing a regular pentagon and solving the 
teaching problem without knowing the geometry of regular polygon. They are also derived three models 
of sketching a regular pentagon like Demonstrating method. However, we develop the models that the 
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length of one side, radius of a circumscribed circle or radius of an inscribed circle is given respectively. 
The teaching scheme will be focused on the derivation to guide students and make the right graph. 
3.1. Model 1: Draw a Specific Regular Pentagon from the Given Length of One Side 
Because each interior angle of a regular pentagon is , we start it from the trigonometric function of 
 and  which is derived by 5 times angle formula of cosine function. 
o108
o18cos o18sin
Refer to Figure 1 and express the length of diagonal line AG below. L is the length of side AB .
oooo 18cos518cos2018cos1690cos 35 +−= (1) 
8
5518cos +=o (2) 
4
1518sin −=o (3) 
Refer to Figure 1 and express the length of diagonal line AG below. L is the length of side AB .
AG
L
AG
ACAGC o 2/18sinsin ===∠ (4) 
LAG )
2
51( += (5) 
It is based on Pythagorean Theorem to derive the reduction of 521 22 =+ that 1 and 2 are the 
length of two sides and 5 is the length of hypotenuse. It could be added with the original length of 1 
and divided to two parts which length is 2)51( + . In Figure 4, following are the steps we develop by 
Discovery teaching method. 
• The known length of one side AB is L. Lengthen AB to point D and let it satisfy BD = AB .
• Make a perpendicular divided line of AD , let BC equals twice of AB . So it satisfies LAC 5= .
• Point A is set as the centre of circle and the length of AB is radius. It’s used to draw an arc which 
intersects CA  at point E. ( LABAE == , LCE )51( += ). 
• Make a perpendicular divided line of CE  and get the mid-point H. The length of diagonal line is same 
as 2/)51( LCH += .
• Set LIJ = as the given length of one side for the regular pentagon and make a perpendicular divided 
line of IJ .
• Point I is set as the centre of circle and the length ofCH is radius. Make an arc and intersect the 
perpendicular divided line of IJ at point K which is an apex of regular pentagon. The length of 
diagonal line is 2/)51( LCHIK +== .
• Set point J as the centre of circle and the length of CH (length of diagonal line) is radius. And set 
point I as the centre of circle and the length of IJ  is radius, too. Make two arcs and intersect the other 
at point L. The length of diagonal line is also 2/)51( LCHJL +== .
• Same as the 7th step, we set the centre of circle at point I and the length of diagonal lineCH as radius. 
Two arcs meet at point M.
• Connect the apexes of IJMKL which is the regular pentagon. 
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Fig. 4. Regular pentagon drawing from the given length of one side for discovery teaching method 
3.2. Model 2: Draw a Specific Regular Pentagon from the Given Radius of a Circumscribed Circle 
Refer to the circumscribed regular pentagon in Figure 2 and got . The formula will be 
derived below. We can involve eq. (2) and eq. (3) into the following equations. 
oBFI 36=∠
R
BF
IF
BFBFI
ooo
o
24
51
4
5118sin18cos36cos
36coscos
22
=
+
∴
+
=−=
==∠
(6) 
We can get the following result. 
RBF
2
)51( +
= (7) 
The length of R is radius of circumscribed circle. It is also based on Pythagorean Theorem to 
derive the length of BF from eq. (7). Beginning steps are similar to Figure 4 which the other sketching 
procedure listed below.  
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• Draw a circle with the radius of AB (equal R in the left picture), and let the length of OI equal R in 
the right one. 
• The relationship of 2/)51( RCH += is similar to Figure 4. Use point I (centre of circle) to portray 
two arcs intersect the circle at point J and K which are two apexes. 
• Set CH as the length of regular pentagon, point J as the centre of circle and JN  as the radius to 
portray an arc. The arc intersects the circle at point L.
• Point K is set as the centre of circle and the length of JN is radius. It’s used to draw an arc which 
intersects the circle at point E.
• Connect apexes of LMKNJ and get an accurate regular pentagon. 
Fig. 5. Regular pentagon drawing from the given circumscribed circle for discovery teaching method 
3.3. Model 3: Draw an Accurate Regular Pentagon from the Given Radius of an Inscribed Circle 
Fig. 6. Accurate regular pentagon drawing from the given inscribed circle from discovery teaching method  
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We will analyze this model from a half central angle in Figure 6. Derive the 
length of a and b below by trigonometric functions. It is an accurate drawing which is different from 
Figure 3. 
oMOB 36=∠
OM
MBo
o
=
+
=
36tan
4
5136cos
(8) 
rb
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)15(
525
−=
−=∴ (9) 
Because the length of b is easier to develop than a for Pythagorean Theorem in Figure 6. It is 
also derived the reduction of 521 22 =+ initially. We will guide students to sketch it by relationship of 
b and the radius of inscribed circle. Contrast Figure 6 and design the drawing procedure as following. 
• Draw a tangent line AB for circle O. The tangent point is M, and the radiusOM equals r.
• Make a line segment FG on the right side of Figure 6 which is equal to the radiusOM .
• Draw a segment GH which is perpendicular to FG . The length of GH is 2r.
• Connect point F and H, and the length of FH is r5 .
• Set point F as the centre and FG as the radius of circle to make an arc which intersects FH at point I.
We can find the formula rIH )15( −=  is same with the value b in eq. (9). 
• Back to the left side of Figure 6, point O is set as the centre and IH is the radius of circle which 
intersects the tangent line at point A and B. The two apexes of regular pentagon are also decided, and 
the length of one side is confirmed. 
• Refer to the length of one side in previous step; draw the apexes as point C, D and E in order. 
• We connect point ABCDE and get an accurate regular pentagon. 
4. Golden Rectangle Found in a Regular Pentagon 
Fig. 7. The golden rectangle (golden ratio) is closely related to the length of a regular pentagon  
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There is a certain ratio of 2/)51( +  in eq. (5) and eq. (7). We can say that it is really a magic 
ratio because its reciprocal is 2/)51( +− . It shows that the ratio is closely related to the length of a 
regular pentagon. The illustration is found in Figure 7. 
The major length of the regular pentagons ( 54321 and 54321 in Figure 7) shows as 
below. The length of segment 
AAAAA BBBBB
43 AA in Figure 7 is the reference length which equals L.
LLAAL
LBABAAAABBAL
LLABBAL
LLBBL
618.1
2
51
618.0
2
51
382.0
2
53
524
15124354323
53422
431
≈
+
==
======
≈
+−
===
≈
−
==
(10) 
The comparison between each length is listed below. 
432
321
LLL
LLL
=+
=+ (11) 
Use two expressions of LAA 618.152 and= LBABA == 1512  to make a figure of golden rectangle 
showed as the right one in Figure 7. 
5. Results and Conclusions 
5.1. Results
We select grade one students for engineering background of National Suao Marine & Fisheries 
Vocational High School in Taiwan. There are seventy-six students separated two parts of experimental 
group with Discovery teaching method and reference group with Demonstrating method. All of students 
must be taught how to make a perpendicular divided line and know the geometry of a regular pentagon in 
class. In order to satisfy the essential requirements in trigonometric functions, the class of teaching sine 
and cosine function is arranged for the students of experimental group to ensure that they have ability to 
calculate the simple size of a regular pentagon enough. 
The test is designed as two stages to go on. In the first stage, show them the drawing procedure 
to sketch three models of regular pentagon step by step for reference group. But, teach them the geometry 
of regular pentagon and guide to finish the drawing by Discovery teaching method for experimental 
group. It is essential to confirm that everyone could sketch all types of drawing by these two different 
teaching models. In order to avoid affected the test results due to desired psychology, the 2nd stage test 
isn’t notified to all students. The 2nd stage test is held two weeks later. We don’t offer any drawing 
procedure to all students. Let the students of reference and experimental groups to sketch three types of 
regular pentagon which are drawn before. All of the auxiliary line should be retained to check the 
correctness. We don’t limit the drawing time to sketch them. It was estimated whether they pass just for 
the correct drawing steps or not. The results are listed in Table 1. 
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Table 1. Results for demonstrating and Discovery teaching methods (sample space, N=38)
Drawing Model Fig.1 Fig.2 Fig.3 Average Fig.4 Fig.5 Fig.6 Average 
Pass Member (n) 23 22 17 20.7 28 29 22 26.3 
Pass Probability (p) .605 .579 .447 .544 .737 .763 .579 .692 
5.2. Conclusions 
Figure 1, 2 and 3 (refer to Demonstrating method) are corresponding Figure 4, 5 and 6 (refer to 
Discovery teaching method) developed from the same model of regular pentagon. The conclusions from 
Table 1 are listed below. 
• The pass probabilities for Figure 1 and Figure 2 are higher than Figure 3, we infer the cause about not 
familiar with using the graphic instrument of pin compass for model 3 in demonstrating model. Figure 
3 and Figure 6 are the most difficult one in drawing a regular pentagon, so they get lower probability. 
• The pass probability for Discovery teaching method is higher than for Traditional one. It can be 
illustrated that Discovery teaching method applied in engineering drawing was good. 
• Because the pass probability for Figure 6 isn’t high enough, we analyze that geometry of trigonometric 
functions is difficult for some students. 
• The pass probability just derived out the geometry of regular pentagon correctly is p=.763 in 
experimental group. It indicates 1/4 students could not calculate the geometry from trigonometric 
functions. But it had high average probability (p=.907) for the students who can derive out the 
geometry of regular pentagon correctly. It shows students will almost pass when they could deduce the 
geometry. 
• The teaching model can also be used to the other engineering geometric appearance of some regular 
polygons (for example, regular heptagon (n=7)…etc.) for future. 
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